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5 Assistant Professors, Deputy Defense Secretary Vance,
4 Instructors Appointed Bishop Dean To Address Seniors
Five assistant professors and
four instructors have been ap-
pointed to the faculty effective
next Fall, according to an an-
nouncement made today by Robert
M. Vogel, dean of the College.
One of the instructors in the first
woman in the College's history
to be appointed to a full-time po-
sition on the faculty, according to
Dean Vogel.
Martin A. Decker,. who received
his Ed. D. from Boston Univer-
sity last year, will be assistant
professor of education. Graduated
from Hartwick College with aB.A.
in 1958, Dr. Decker received his
Master of Education degree from
Springfield College in 1959. He has
taught as an instructor at Boston
University and at the State College
at Framlngham. Appointed as an
assistant professor at Southamp-
ton College on Long Island Uni-
versity in 1964, he was named




Charles J. Sanders '67 was elect-
ed president of the Interfrater-
nity Council last week in the first
official meeting of the newly elect-
ed house representatives. Calhoun
W. wick '67 was elected vice-
president and Greig R. Sledor
'67, secretary-treasurer.
Newly elected representatives to
the IFC include: Richard M. Rat-..
zan '67 (Alpha Chi Rho), Wick
(Alpha Delta Phi), Ray R, Graves
'67 (Delta Kappa Epsilon), David
G. Laurettl '68 (Delta Phi), G.
Stewart Barns '67 (Delta Psi),
Sanders (Phi Kappa Psl), Sledor
(Phi Mu Delta), Sanford M. Ro-
senberg '68 (PI Kappa Alpha),
John P. Gens Jr. '67 (Psl Up-
sllon), Michael p . Hickey
'67 (Sigma Nu), and Robert K.
Fowler '67 (Theta XI).
In a statement to the TRIPOD,
Sledor, the new secretary said,
The Council has planned an ex-
tensive program for the coming
year, our hope is that the Inter-
Edward F. Fisher, a 1958 grad-
uate of the University of Con-
necticut, was named assistant pro-
fessor of psychology. He received
his M.A. In 1959 and his Ph.D. in
1962, both from the University
of Connecticut. Having been a re-
search scientist at Georgetown
University from. 1962 to 1964, he
was appointed assistant professor
at Rhode Island College in 1964
where he is now teaching.
Anthony G. Netting, appointed as-
sistant professor of history, re-
ceived his B.A. in 1958 from Reed
College and his M.A. from Col-
umbia University in 1962. At pre-
sent he is working on his Ph.D.
at Columbia. An instructor at Yale
from 1962 to 1965, Mr. Netting
is an honorary Woodrow Wilson
Fellow, a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, and a recipient of a Ford
Foundation Fellowship. His spe-
cialty, according to Dean Vogel,
is Russian History.
Bradley W. Perry, now acting
assistant professor at the Uni-
versity of California, has been
appointed assistant professor of
Physics. Graduated cum laude
from Williams College in 1960,
he received his Ph.D. from Col-
umbia in 1964. Having been a
graduate research assistant at
Columbia since 1960, he went on to
do post-doctoral research at the
University of California In 1964.
H. McKim Steele, Jr., now an
assistant professor at Middlebu-ry
College, has been appointed as-
sistant professor of history. Grad-
uated from Princeton University
in 1954 with a B.A., he received
his M.A. in 1958 and his Ph.D.
in 1961 both from Columbia, He
received a Fulbrlght Fellowship •
to the Sorbonne for the academic
(Continued on Page 5)
Bishop Dean Secretary Vance
Dance Weekend To Feature
Turtles. Rock 'n Roll Mass
The Turtles and Paul Landerman
will highlight this year's Senior
Ball to be held on Friday, May
13 Thomas S. Gulotta, president
of the class of 1966, announced
recently. In addition the other
two days of the weekend will fea-
ture the annual IFC soapbox der-
by, a poetry reading In the chap-
el garden, and the world premier
performance of a rock-'n-roll
mass commissioned for the Col-
lege chapel.
The Turtles, famous for their
recordings of "You, Baby" and
"It Ain't Me, Babe" have been
definitely contracted, said Gulot-
ta. They will perform two half-
hour shows during the evening.
Senate Committees Probing
Tuition, Lectures, Tradition
The Senate has been pursuing
a wide variety of topics for in-
vestigation which are of vital in-
-.- — * terest to the student body and _.-, __.
paternity Council may continue necessary for the continued im- bers among the four classes. They
the great progress made by the provement of the College, noted are, furthermore, revamping the
Schwartzman and the past Coun- David J. Gerber, '67, president of ratification methods and require-
. The Constitution Committee is
reviewing the election procedure
for Senators, the size of the Sen-
ate, and the distribution of mem-
cil.
Among the projects to be con-
sidered by the new Council are
rushing procedures, changes in
«C Weekend, and the revival
and expansion of the now-defunct
«utgers Plan which allows mem-
W s of the various fraternities
it t
the Senate, He summarized the
several activities of the commit-
tees projects as follows:
The Lecture Committee is striv-
ing to co-ordinate the times and
dates when lecturers will speak
on campus so that maximum stu-
dent attendance is possible by
to visit at houses on a regular reducing conflicts with academic
basis.
The Council has asked that any bers hope to
interested students with construe- to clubs and
to
scheduling. The committee mem-
make suggestions
organizations for
Ideas for the Council speak obtaining the best speakers and
a representative
note In Box 583.
or drop a for providing substantial advance
publicity.
Room Switchings $1OO Fine
In connection with the May room drawings for next year's
dormitory locations all students are reminded that they will
oe required to reside in the rooms drawn by lot. All sub-
sequent room changes without approval of the dean of students
will render the violator liable to a fine of one hundred dollars.
Where room combinations Involve more than one Trinity class
the holder of the top priority number may not request a room
Change until February 1967 The long standing policy of the
College is to give room preference by class and within class by
tot. The , equity of each student within this system must be
maintained. The rooms of incoming freshmen will be as-
signed by the assistant dean of students. -
• Roy Heath
Dean of Students
ments for student organization con-
stitutions establishing their legal-
ity as a College element.
The Traditions Committee is at-
tempting to compile a listing and
explanation of the lasting memor-
abilia from Trinity's past in an
effort to foster revitalized spirit
on campus. The areas researched
range from the naming of dor-
mitories to the annual spring rite
of piling the Long Walk with the
year's collection of empty bot.
ties, traditionally known as Bot.
tie Night.
The Tuition Committee Is meet-
ing with Dr. Roy Heath, dean
of students, to inform the stu-
dents of the projects to which the
funds from increased tuition fees
will be directed. They are also
Investigating the possibility of a
guaranteed tuition fee for a stu-
dent's four years at the College.
The Promotions Committee is
learning the basis upon which fa-
culty members are recommended
for advancement. The Medical Fa-
cilities Committee is seeking ways
to improve the efficiency of the
College's infirmary care and ca-
pacity.
The Faculty Award Committee,
while examining a number of can-
didates, is determining the qual-
(Continued on Page 7)
The Landerman band will pro-
vide society-type music in the
Washington Room while a Phil-
adelphia rock-'n-roll band, the
Cossacks, will'play in the fresh-
men dining room. Tickets for un-
derclassmen will soon be on sale
in Mather Hall for $3, stag or
d r a g . •'•
In addition to a number of fra-
ternity parties Saturday night, the
"Dynamics," a group from Holy-
oke, Massachusetts will play for
a freshman dance In Mather Hall
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday morning a rock 'n' roll
mass, the "Mlssa - Trln,; Coll.
Sane", will be sung at 10:30 in
the Chapel. Written by Burt G.
Draesel '61, the mass combines
a variety of styles, according to
the Rev. Alan C. Tull, chaplain
of the College. "Some is like
rhythm and blues," he said, "while
other parts, like the "Credo," show
a 'Beatle-beat' influence."
The composer, who was com-
missioned by the Chapel to write
the mass, Is presently the rector
of the House of Prayer, a parish
in one of the underprivileged areas
of Newark. He also composed the
"Rejoice!" mass sung last year in
the Chapel, and which has been
sung all over the country and-
even at the Cambridge Univer-
sity Church.
While at the College jas a stu-
dent, Mr. Draesel was a member of
(Continued on Page 7)
Cyrus R. Vance, deputy secre-
tary of defense, will be this year's
commencement speaker and the
Right Reverend Ralph S. Dean,
executive officer of the Anglican
Communion, will deliver the bac-
calaureate address, according to an
announcement made today by Pres-
ident Albert C. Jacobs.
Secretary Vance was nominated
Deputy Secretary of Defense by
President Johnson, confirmed by
the Senate and sworn Into office
in 1964.
He is a graduate of Yale Law
School.
Mr. Vance served In the Navy
during World War II, first as an
instructor in naval ordnance and
from 1943 to 1946 as an officer
aboard destroyers In both the At-
lantic and Pacific.
From 1941 to 1961, he practiced
law in New York City.
From 1957 to 1960 he also served
as a special counsel to various
Senate space and armed forces
subcommittees.
In January of 1961, Mr. Vance
was named general counsel of
the Department of Defense, a pos-
ition he held until June 30, 1962
when he was named by President
Kennedy as Secretary of the Army,
Bishop Dean is responsible for
maintaining liaison among the 18
churches of the Anglican Com-
munion and coordinating their mls-
1 sionary and ecumenical activities.
He Is now on leave of absence
from his post as Bishop of Cariboo
in Central British Columbia, Can-
ada to serve for five years as the
Anglican Communion's Executive
Officer with headquarters in Lon-
don, • ••'••••
Bishop Deqn was educated at the
University of London and the Lon-
don College of Divinity. He grad-
uated from both Institutions in
1938. ...... . ; :
After serving in a London slum
parish and then in an urban parish,
the Bishop returned to the London
College of Divinity, first as chap-
lain and tutor and then from 1947
as vice principal.
In 1951 he became principal of
Emmanuel College, Saskateen,
Canada, where he remained until
he was elected Bishop of Cariboo
in November of 1957.
Commencement exercises this
year are being held a week earlier
than usual, (June 5) In order to
eliminate the extra week gradua-
ting seniors must remain on cam-
pus between final examinations and
graduation.
Hamlin Hall To Be Reserved
: For Student Dining In Fall
Hamlin Hall will be reserved for
upperclass dining five nights a
week beginning next fall, accord-
Ing to an announcement made Sat-
urday to Freshman parents by
President Albert C, Jacobs.
According to Leonard R. Tomat,
assistant dean of students, who
proposed the arrangement to the
President, upperclassmen will
have a choice of three plans in
buying their meals. The first,
an eighteen-meal plan, would cost
$450 dollars per year; a second,
twenty-meal plan would cost $520
per year. The third would allow
them to buy their meals at the
established rate used in the Ma-
ther Hall Freshman Dining Hall.
Foreseeing the problem of other
dinners planned in Hamlin, Dean
Tomat further proposed that stu-
dents must be given priority. Large
dinners will be held at a later
hour.
Sage Food Service, which caters
to the College's dining facilities
feels that the added number of
students utilizing Hamlin would
adequately cover the costs of open-
ing the additional dining room for
one meal, according to Dean To-
mat.
Commenting on the proposal, he
stated, "This is a service being
rendered to the students at no
extra cost and gives them some-
thing special without having to
construct a new dining hall or
give them use of a facility that is
makeshift or unattractive."
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'Pops' Presents 'Carousel,'
Orchestral Review of Past
An Informal history of operetta
and musical comedy -will be pre-
sented tonight in the Goodwin The-
atre at 8:15 when the College
"pops" orchestra plays "Car-
ousel."
As each number in this musical
review of the past is played, a
picture of the composer or Broad-
way star withwhomitlsindentified
will be flashed on the theatre
screen behind the orchestra. This
slide presentation will be under the
direction of Lawrence Stlres, lec-
turer in modem languages.
Balrd Hastings, lecturer in mu-
sic, Will conduct the orchestra and
will be assisted by William
Wharton '66, who will lead Sig-
mund Romberg's "Stout Hearted
Men," from THE DESERT SONG.
One number, Rogers and Hart's
"Dancing in the Dark," wlllfeature
Kevin F. Daly'67dolngatapdance.
Other works on the program will
Include the military march "Ba-
varian Creampuffs," Rudolf
Frlml's "March of the Muske-
teers," Gershwin's "The Man I
Love," a selection of Victor Her-
bert favorites, Souza's "El Capl-
tan," Evans' "Lady of Spain," and
a group of numbers from MY FAIR
LADY. .
The concert will begin with an
introductory fanfare by the College
Pipes and Drums.
WILLIAM WHARTON '66 student guest conductor of the College
pops orchestra, helps prepare the group for their performance to-
night in the Goodwin Theatre. The orchestra wil l present a pro-
gram of music from operettas and musical comedies of the past
complete with a dance presentation and slides in a program sched-
uled for 8:15. (Hatch Photo)
"Collector's Item"
Review of the REVIEW
Normally, the laculty advisor to
the TRINITY REVIEW is not called
upon to write a review of a new
issue. It is assumed, usually with
good cause, that he has been too
close to the composition of the
magazine fo Judge it objectively.
But in a good year, the advisor
is usually Invited to keep his ad-
vice to himself j and this has been
a vintage year.
As! an objective, non-ad vis Ingad-
visor, I see this particular Issue
of the TRINITY REVIEW as a po-
tential prize-winner and a col-
lector's Item.
There are three areas in which
an undergraduate publication like
this must be judged; literary con-
tent, variety of material, and vis-
ual effectiitls rare when aparticu-
j a r Issue succeeds In two out of
three areas; It is exceptional when
one finds excellence In all three.
Literary quality in this case must
be considered with the element of
variety. We have had issues before
Which have had excellent quality,
but in most cases their success
depended on a single writer —
usually a poet. This issue con-
tains three stories each of which
differs from the other two both
In style and in tone. The range is
almost as great in the poetry.
Of the three stories, the one
which struck me as most suc-
cessful was also the least com-
plex: Jim O'Connor's "Memories
of Junior English." It is a funny
story — and how rare that is! Two
years ago the KENYON REVIEW
had a nation-wide contest limited
to humorous fiction and in a year
of collecting did not come up with
a winner which matched, this
story.
Told from the point of view of a
naive high school student (who is
perhaps not as naive as he pre-
tends), it describes the nervous
flutterlngs of a teacher just back
from her honeymoon with the
coach. Somehow the author has
managed to avoid the dangers of
telling too much and, on the other
hand, not developing the implica-
tions far enough. It is a difficult
kind of fiction to write and he has
succeeded here with truly pro-
fessional skill.
Bob Stepto's "Getting the Tree"
offers a fine contrast both in tone
by Stephen Minot
and • treatment. His theme is
serious: a comparison between
three generations extending from
the days when being a locomo-
tive fireman was an occupation
of pride to the present when one
can only buy an;electric model
as a reminder for one's son.
Working with a single family, Bob
sketches' his material In brief
scenes with constant and skill-
ful shifts in time and place.
Some readers may be Irritated
at having to read the story twice
to distinguish which sections fit
into which periods. Probably the
author could have given more pre-
cise clues without damaging the
story; and I am not entirely sure
that all the details are absolutely
relevant. Yet the story Is well
worth two or more readings.
"Sack of Grain" by Dick Forbes
is the third story. Unlike Stepto's,
this one is presented chronologic-
ally and with precise clarity. Un-
like O'Connor's, the theme Is ser-
ious and the tone melancholy
though not, finally, despairing. It
tells how a young man who has
learned from his uncle how to
deal with death In the family
now finds that the same uncle
Is no longer able to follow his
own advice. The story Is enrich-
ed by a vivid view of a Mid-
west farming community which is
facing its own sort of death.
Like Forbe's play which was
produced last weekend, this story
has enormous potential, but per-
haps one more revision would add
further details and ramifications
(Continued on Page 3)
.Dewey Weddle
started a bottle cap collection with this one.
That's why his next bottle cap was this one
And the next. Etc.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC . ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGEIES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
Jesters9 Season Finales
lonesco's 4Rhinoceros'
RHINOCEROS by Eugene Ionesco,
the final production for the Jesters'
' 1965-66 season, will be presented
in the Goodwin Theatre of Austin
Arts Center the evenings of May
12 throughl May 14. In addition,
there will be a matinee perform-
ance on "Saturday, May 14.
Ionesco, in RHINOCEROS, de-
livers his Indictment of man's
acquiescence in mass hysteria and
false propaganda through the
bizarre metaphor of a civilized
community which transforms It-
self into a herd of pachyderms.
The play, Inspired by Ionesco's
violent repulsion at seeing the ease
of the Nazi take-over in Germany
during the 1930's, speaks to its
audiences on many levels. Broad-
way audiences in 1960 interpreted
the play as a warning against
blind conformity and rigid stand-"
ardlzation.
RHINOCEROS, like many "avant
garde" plays, is a blend of farce
and tragedy. Although much of the
action is hilarious, the underlying
view of life is tragic. Ionesco's
theme is not negative, however,
for at the end oftheplayBerenger,
the ironic hero, remains the only
human in a world of monsters—
a human being determined not to
capitulate.
The settings, designed by D. At-
wood Jenkins, are three abstracts
which represent no specific time
or place. They are Intended to sug-
gest the gradual breakdown of ra-
tional order as the monster world
closes In on the single character
who remains a human being.
The cast Includes Trinity stu-
dents; Thomas Kelly '66, John
Alves '67, John Thlbodeau >68,
Elric Endersby '68, Richard Hoff-
man '69, Matthew Katz '67, Thom-
as Hart '66, Alan Kramer '68,
William Bartman 'G8and Christian
Hansen '66. The women's roles
are being played by Anne Bradon
and Hattie Sittnick of the Hartford
College for Women, Kate Chap-




PICTURES IN THE HALLWAY,
a glimpse at part of the 80-year
life or irascible Irish wit and
author Sean O'Casey, will be pre-
sented in the Goodwin Theatre of
Austin Arts Center Thursday at
8:15 p.m.
The play, one of three plays
distilled from O'Casey's six
volume autobiography by author-
actor-director Paul Shyre, fea-
tures six characters.
Helena Carroll, daughter of cele-
brated Irish author Paul Vincent
Carroll, will portray five of the
roles.
TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
• Special This Week
• One Day Service
PantS
• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be '
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
You mean,
because I'm a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels in the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House,
Chicago 90, 111.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
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'Three Torrents of Spray'
Theater in Oblique, Vital
Bleview.
by Robert M. Lewis
Three torrents of spray came
Into the audience' Saturday after-
noon when the Theatre of the Ob-
lique presented three student-
written-aeted, and-directed one-
act plays. The three torrents
varied in subtlety from the large
course blasting stream of a fire
hose to the misty spray in a camel-
lia garden on to a shower spray
with a prankster turning hot and
cold controls.
THE WAY OUT by Richard For-
bes was a reading with some at-
tempt at staging a mundane situa-
tion that became a personal crisis
and an attempt to justify it by
pragmatic sanction. The four play-
ers read as though they were
somewhat interested in the theme.
It was the entrance of Peter Brav-
er that caused me to contract
bodily — sending me into the
foyer — and before I could re-
lax enough to feel the personal
pain of the men involved In the
play, the reading was over.
The more delicate spray on
camellias came through on the
second play PHANTOM written
by Douglas Cushman and directed
by Chris Hansen. The scene ~
on a battlefield — brings out the
contrast of conflicts in the realities
of war and the poetry of the human-
ities. Bob Rethy, as Pedro, and Li-
onel Tardif, as Capitano, were al-
most believable, and Mike Wil-
liams ended the play with a stri-
dency that became dramatic.
The third spray across the face
was from a slow subtlety Into a
quick comedy and back Into levels
of a personality searching for an
indentity. Michael Karp and Mary
Gay as Winston and May Bartons-
two people caught in a Mnd of ho
exit — play their "bitchy" roles
•with a feeling of mock serious-
ness that was right for their so-
ciety's innanities,
Elrlc Endersby portrayed the role
of The Tramp—the good-stability-





at a reasonable price.
Rear 47 Main St.
H a r t f o r d Call 522-9072
liams was the slight abbetor to
human frailties. The play —BOX-
CAR ~ was written by Stephen
Parks and directed by William
Bartman.
This kind of theatre in the oblique
is vital and needs to be sponsored
for the exposure it affords the play-
wright, the experience to the actor
and director, and the participation
of an audience to give and take and
live and grow. It is vital to dare
and to do. Short comings are neces-
sary to see larger goals and atti-
tudes. Bravol
Ed. note — Mr. Lewis is the in-
novator of the Quiet Collage of
an Image, a setting for theatre,
folk singing, poetry reading,
and art display.
(Continued from Page 2)
to what now seems like a too-
hasty conclusion.
Turning now to the poetry, I am
equally impressed with the quality
though there is not quite as much
variety. Perhaps the most remark-
able of these is Patrick Pierce's
"In Mind of Wilfred Owen." It
is filled with striking images like
"thick cudgel of faith* and "the
silt of memory" and the land
which "cracks the joints of time."
No poem can survive merely on
ingenious images, but Pat, who
graduated last spring, has man-
aged to build them into a complex
and moving statement.
Mike Bassen's "The Gull" ap-
pears to be merely descriptive
at first, but if one recalls "Para-
dise Lost" and makes full use of
such phrases as "snake-like
paths" and "guiltless fruit," the
gull becomes a Satan and those
two last lines become chilling
in Implication.
Differing from both these poems,
Cantor o( CwiMcticut living »inc» IM7
GrFOX'CQ





These two impeccable im-
ports are equally distinctive
arid suitable" for any occa-
sion. Royall Lyme, an all-
purpose lotion, hand-pressed
from fresh, plump West
Ind*ian limes and — Royall
Spyce, a. tangy, long-
lasting lotion from na-
tive all-spice leaves and
Pimenta Citriodora.
. . . from Bermuda by
Royall Lyme, Ltd.
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized, Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Alan Griesinger's lengthy "Reflec-
tions'' Is personal, sensual, and
narrative In treatment. It Is un-
fortunate that this poem had to be
continued through the course of
five pages because there is a nar-
rative sweep which takes on dra-
matic Intensity if the poem Is
read without a break.
On the second reading it will
become apparent that the girl in
this poem is being identified with
the land specifically and nature
generally; what reads like a love
poem on one level then becomes
a study of one man's relationship
with the earth.
Doug Cushman's work is marked
with a highly sophisticated use of
paradox and irony. In each of these
three poems there is a remark-
able tension established In such
paired opposites as "dark shapes"
and "shimmering water"; "child"
and "man"; "screech" and "si-
lence"; and "dreamers" and the
"conscious dream." These poems
offer a cool intellectual insight
compared with the more sensu-
ous work of Pierce and Griesing-
er.
The third prerequisite for ex-
cellence In a publication of this
sort is appearance, and here the
issue Is without question one of
the best In years. The general
arrangement of material, selec-
tion of paper and type are all
artistically done without becom-
ing cute. And the illustrations
themselves cover a wide range
from Joshua Kahili's freehanded
"Clouds" through Rodney Cook's
grim fantasy to Elrlch Enders-
by's three precise etchings. Each
of Endersby's works, by the way,
Is a fascinating study of depth
in which the various elements
In the composition are made to
recede in different ways. In the
third, depth becomes comic in Its
deceptions.
One shouldn't miss the Intentional
contrast in Rodney Cook's "City"
•which faces Bob Stepto's"Weeds,"
and the link between Tom Gal-
vln's "Rocks" and the theme of
the story in which it has been
placed. There is very little in
the composition of this issue which
is arbitrary.
Issues of the TRINITY REVIEW
vary enormously with the shifts
in talent, chance, and budgets.
We all have winced when we see
an unimaginative issue since this
magazine belongs to us all. Con-
versely, we are all elevated by a
good Issue even if we have not
worked directly on It. This year





And, for good reasons. . . like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond • . . guaranteed
perfect (or repjacement as-
sured) . • . a brilliant gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime satis-
faction, Select your very per-
sona l Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find mmm^—mmmma^
him in.the yellow pages under men m»»«. T»iw». u
"Jewelers. ' " " ' " " " " " * • " " ' • " "A. Mi WHS COttMMV, INC., WMIMCHIt l l f l
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
Addrwt-
Oly- -Stale-
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Pro Ecclesio...
We are glad to see that the College has taken its motto
to heart in selecting the speakers for Commencement Day
this year. The Baccalaureate Speaker, Bishop Dean, is, in-
deed," a prominent Anglican clergyman ("Pro ecclesia")
and Secretary Vance is a prominent government official
("et Piitrhi"). Whether or not one feels that Trinity should
be. "for the Church and the Fatherland," there is no doubt
that the Trustees have invited prominent men from both
these areas of society to speak on June 5.
Ho ml in
In a semi-related matter, the opening of Hamlin Hall
for independent dining five nights a week next year is
.• another expression of the College's concern for those who
do not belong to fraternities. The benefits of this dining
setup have already been propounded many times in the
past, and we.are glad to see that the College has done
something to improve the independents' situation.
Phi Mu Delta
We wish to congratulate the new Lambda Chapter of
Phi Mu Delta and its newly initiated brothers for bringing
another national fraternity to the campus. It has become
increasingly apparent that if the fraternity structure on
this campus is going to fulfill its purpose, it is going to
have to expand. PMD's is one type of expansion which the
College welcomes. The other is internal expansion by in-
dividual houses.
At the charter .presentation ceremonies for PMD on
Saturday night, President Jacobs stated that Trinity owes
very much of its stature to fraternities and fraternity men
and that the climate here for fraternities, is as fertile as
at any other college. We believe that he is right, and it;
yJitt" be up to the fraternities and their IFC to see that the
necessary growth of this system is carried on within this
climate.
Unconcerned?
However, there seems to, be a definite lack of concern
about the curricula!' life here. Last week's TRIPOD ex-
pressed the wide-spread concern of students for the lack
of concern by faculty and administrators to discuss cur-
riculum changes with the student :body. No one has com-
municated to us any desire to discuss sociology or pass-
fail since then, and no one has even mentioned voting on
pass-fail at the faculty meeting next Tuesday as we sug->
gested. Maybe the faculty likes to slide into these things
slowly, but if the pass-fail proposal is not passed next week
it will be of little use to students who have to pre-reg-
ister and, therefore, decide on their courses a week later.
Would someone be kind enough, to tell us what the hell
is going on here, if anything?
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Carsons Meets Amhoosti
by Candide
Kit Carsons was bushed. Crowds of people and stu-
dents from Washington College in varying shades of
tweeds and twills gathered around him. Candide read
the anxiety and despair that flickered in his eyes. It
has clearly been a terrific ordeal for the trusted
huntsman and scout. He began to speak and as he did,
the fear and trepidation of the throng grew. Candide
listened,
He had left Hart's Ford nearly five months before,
Kit told them, in order to huntthe Northern woods of
Massachusetts. Animals were scarce, but his disap-
pointment was soon erased In the sense of apprehen-
sion which followed his discovery of two savage and
primitive tribes in the North Hampton Woods. One,
the Amhoosti, had evidently returned to the forest
shortly after Lord Jeffrey's time with naught but a
life-time supply of Hudson Company blankets and
Swift's BOOK ON MALICE. Kit said that the blankets
evidently had long since been cutup into plaid jackets
and that the Amhoosti had ritualized Swift's prose
style under a sacred and holy oak.
The other tribe, the Smythsoison's, were a virulent
tribe of nordic Amazons who had been abandoned
by Ericson at Vineland. According to the primitive
etchings and rock paintings, this second tribe had
migrated southward and set up an uneasy alliance
with the Amhoosti as the many years passed. Kit
said It was clear from his furtive observations
in this scrufty pine that, even in this modern day,
there was better feeling1 due to the two tribes fear
of miscegenation. Tall, gawky-legged and clothed
In horn-rim, the Amazons were forced to couple
with the Amhoosti, there being no way to. ford the
treacherous Rarhar Falls and discover the presence
of white men.
The hardy scout said that, although the beaver
season had been short In that neck of the woods,
he had remained until the last bit of snow had vanish-
ed, because he knew a secret pass that led safely
back to civilization, Light-footed, Kit nonetheless
had stayed too long, and was captured by a com-
bined hunting party of the Smythsoison and Am-
hoosti. Valiantly, he fought to protect his supply
pack. Inside were desperately needed medical sup-
plies In the form of herb compounds and medical al-
cohol which he had not needed all winter and which,
furthermore, should more responsibly be returned
to the the infirmary at Hart's Ford. He was cap-
tured by this over-powering force of rank primi-
tives. "What are society's ways in the midst of
crudity?" Candide thought, as he listened to the
good man's plight.
Used to the ways of forest, and having a Ben
Franklin . Early Clubber, Kit was easily able to
overcome the five Amhoosti guarding him as morn-
ing began to steal upon the night. Sprinting with
athletic ease, he was surprised near the Smyth-
soison quadrangle of long-houses by the strolling
Amazon queen. Although a valiant and clean fighter
(as seen by his contest just minutes before with
the braves), Kit had known the single Smythsoison
would be too much a match for him. His brave
knees quaked. He could not grin her down; all
seven feet of her massed cholesterol quivered
with anticipation. "Take this," he cried, and flung
the pack at her. Kit thought it was all over when the
pack became loosened in flight; and the bottle of
medicinal alcohol struck her in the face. She
tossed her ugly stick away.
Fearing her embrace, Kit sped away. As he did so,
he cast one quick glance back. She was already at
the bottle. "Better it than me," he thought. But then
his morality arose within him as the snow flew back
in his path, He thought of all the students at Wash-
ington College suffering from scholasticism. Bravely
he fought back the tears.
As his tale drew to an emotional close, Kit said to
the amazed throng that the entire four days, trek
back to civilization had seen his clothes soaked with
these same tears of humiliation. Candide knew that
Kit had seen the noble savages for what they were
really worth. The two in silent communion knew
that civilization must not be contaminated by this
sort of nobility: license and innate depravity. In-
nerly, Candide knew that Kit sobbed at the mirthless
gist of Rousseau's jest.
Compassion for the college scout now rampaged
through the crowd. Indignation at the barbarlous
treatment he had received flew after it. Candide
saw that Kit Carsons clearly needed a rest. What
was he saying now? Something about a dream. Yes.
He was saying that the Smythsolsons would not
rest in their efforts to reach the white man and his
fire-water now that their presence was known,
They would not realize that that which the evil
nordic queen drank was medicine and to be kept
from the reach of children of the forest, but will
attempt to reach Washington College with the closing
of the Rarhar due to the lessening of winter snows.
The Amhoosti would attempt to prevent them by a
primitive polemic adapted from Swift.
Kit Carsons' words grew fainter. He fell to the
ground. As Candide bent over him, only he heard
and understood. This vision had come to Kit as he
wandered dreamlike through the wilderness. All
this would come to pass with the strutting of a,.»
peacock.
No,. we are not suing Johnny
Carson for libel.
Yes, It was ah unfortunate oc-
curence, and the actions of Johnny
Carson and his guests may have
been In poor taste.
No, we are not sending a vindictive
or vitriolic letter to Johnny Car-
son, and -we are not demanding
"equal time."
No, we do not plan to set fire to
the Northampton woods, nor do we
plan to poison all the fish In
Paradise Pond, nor is the ad-
missions office going to throw
out all applications for transfer
from Amherst to Trinity.
Evidently the words "formal ac-
tion" in the note to the student
body which was distributed last
Friday suggested to some more,
than it was Intended to.
The note Was sent out as re-
quest that students not send angry
letters to the TONIGHT SHOW. The
step was taken because this type
of letter could not very well
have been used by Mr. Carson in
a manner which would further harm
Trinity.
The note was also Intended to tell
the student body that the Executive
Committee of the Senate was con-
sidering the problem.
What, in fact, was done? A letter
was sent to Mr. Carson on Fri-
day afternoon. The tone can best
be described as casual. Basically
the letter was an invitation to Mr.
Carson and his viewers to come
to the Trinity campus. It also sug-
gested that to the extent to which
his viewers were unfamiliar with
by David J. Gerb
the "context of Intercollegiate riv-
alry and jest" in which the com-
ments were made, and as a result
of the Innordlnate emphasis placed
on the comments made about Trin-
ity, the College may have been
treated somewhat unjustly.
The letter was designed so that
if Mr, Carson decided to read it
"on the air" It would contextualize.
the comments previously made and
reflect favorably on the College.
In this situation there were many
different opinions held by mem-
bers of the student body concerning
what should or should not be done.
Realizing this diversity and the
emotional context of the situation,
any and all action or non-action
would have been considered wrong
by some. Some sort of decision
had to be made, and thorough con-
sideration indicated the course bf
action subsequently adopted.
Hopefully the "Carson Affair" is
now behind us. It is Impossible to
predict whether or not Mr. Car-
son will make any further mention
of Trinity or of the previous com-
ments. This will depend entirely on
his own caprice.
Car-Stopping
Ugliness, even with neces-
sary, is unfortunate. The
practice of a small but no-
torious number of students
on Friday and Saturday nights
certainly verges on the un-
seemly. Passing motorists
have every right to pass our
fine College without being
called to or having their way
obstructed by a Trinity stu-
dent. More than our good name
is at stake. It is a matter of
fair play and consideration
of the sensibilities of pas-
sersby, our neighbors, and the
vast majority of our student
body who I am sure do care
and resent such activity.
Car stopping Is a public dis-
play of poor taste and as
such will not be tolerated by
the College. Students who have
been involved in such acti-
vities are hereby warned that
such behavior may incure ser-
ious action by Medusa, the
Hartford Police, or both. Both
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Curriculum Changes
(continued from last week)
The Physics department will
change a number of its upper level
courses next Fall, as described be-
low, and as a result the course
requirements for majors will be
changed to: "Four and one-half
courses in Physics, including
Physics 301, 302, and 306,
plus one-half course from the 400
or 500 level."
Physics 309 and 310 will be re-
numbered to Physics 409 and 410
(ADVANCED LABORATORY PHY-
SICS).
Physics 303 will be changed from
ATOMIC PHYSICS to INTRODUC-
TION TO QUANTUM MECHAN-
ICS. It will include the physical
basis and analytical structure of
quantum mechanics. The mater-
ial will be based mainly on appli-
cations of Schrodinger's equation,
including approximate methods of
solution, and some use of matrix
methods. The course is designed
to provide the theoretical founda-
tion for Physics 306 and other
courses in modern Physics.
Physics 306 will be changed from
NUCLEAR PHYSICS to ATOMIC
PHYSICS. Topics to be consid-
ered include the structure of multi-
electron atoms, the static and
dynamic properties of atomic
spin-orbit Interaction, origins of
fine and hyperfine structure, and
atomic transition probabilities.
Physics 403 and 404, INTRODUC-
TION TO QUANTUM MECHAN-
ICS will be divided into NUCLEAR
PHYSICS (403) and ADVANCED
TOPICS IN PHYSICS (404).
Topics to be considered in 403
include inter-nucleon forces and
meson theory, the structure of
nuclei, the static and dynamic
properties of nuclear states, the
formation of nuclear states via
reaction mechanisms, the modes
of nuclear disintegration and de-
excitation, nuclear models, and
experimental - techniques in nu-
clear spectroscopy.
404 will be a treatment of a
selected set of topics from an
advanced viewpoint. The topics
New Faculty...
year 1959-1960. An editorial as-
sistant and contributor to the Col-
umbia Encyclopedia In 1960, Dr.
Steele has been at Middlebury since
1961.
Juliette M.R. de Gardony, who is
expected to receive her Ph D.
from Harvard University this year,
nas been named instructor in Mod-
ern languages (French). The first
woman to be appointed as a
niil-time member of the faculty
nas been a teaching fellow at
Harvard since 1963. She received
her B.A. from McGill University
in 1961 with first class honors,
and her M.A. in 1963 with dis-
tinction. She was an instructor at
McGUi during the- summers of
I960, 1962, 1963, and 1964 and at
he University of Ottawa during
«>e summer of 1965. According
w ' authoritative administrative
sources Miss de Gardony is "very
attractive."-
Terrence R. Herr, a 1965 grad-
uate of Lebanon Valley College,
nas been named instructor in phy-
sical education. Expected to re-
ceive his M.Ed, from Colorado
««e University this year, Mr.
tho T, • s e r v e d t h r e e v e a r s l n
" i e U.S. Navy and is at present
State a s s i s t a n t a t Colorado
Pra n c o l s R. Gerard, a professor
a . ? I g l o n - French, and German
« Albert College since 1964, has
' lalm n a m e d l n s t r "c to r in modern
'anguages (French). He studied
os«snh6 C a t h o l l c College of Phil-
osophy and Theology in Grenoble,
l . f r o m 1 9 4 5 ™«1 1949 at
, t t m e h e m ^ ordained a
ican priest. He immigrated
n a d a I n 1 9 5 3 and in 1962
a C a n adian citizen. He
l M s B-D- from McGill
» b 1956 and his M.S. T.
1957 S a c r e d t heology) In
will be chosen according to the
interests of the class. A typical
list of possibilities might be: gen-
era l properties of wave motion,
statistical mechanics, thermodya-
mics, and relativity.
Other departments whose courses
will be changed significantly next
Fall Include Philosophy, Econom-
ics, Mathematics, Religion, and
the Arts.
Philosophy 405-406, a senior the-,
sis , will be added to the curr i -
culum. It will be similar to 403,
404 except that it will be a full
course.
Economics 504, MATHEMATI-
CAL ECONOMICS, will be of-
fered to economics majors whose
mathematical background is weak.
The course will apply derivatives,
constrained and unconstrained
maxima and minima, partial deri-
vatives and integration to prob-
lems In economic theory. In addi-
tion , it will include a survey of
linear programming and the the-
ory of games.
The Religion Department will of-
"fer a course entitled "The "Evolu-
tion of Western Religious Thought*
(Religion 221, 223, and 224) in
place of "The Evolution of
Christian Thought." The reason
for the change involves the in-
clusion of "Jewish as well as
Christian thinkers in the course,"
The Fine Arts section of the
Department of the Arts will add
two 400-level courses to Its cur-
riculum next fall. Both will be r e -
quired for all Art History majors.
Fine Arts 403, ART HISTORY
. AND HISTORIOGRAPHY, will in-
clude studies In the premises,
history, and methodology of art
history.
Fine Arts 404, a seminar In art
history, will consider Romantic
Art In England and France in the
Spring of 1967.
Engineering 111, ENGINEERING
GRAPHICS, will be dropped next
year because it has been super-
ceded by Engineering 121, EN-
GINEERING COMPUTATION.
(Continued from Page 1) i
From 1953 until 1955 Dr. Ger-
ard worked as a priest in Can-
ada, and then became a member
of the United Church of Canada.
He, from 1956 until 1964, worked
as a pastor. A 1966 Ph.D. can-
didate of the Hartford Seminary
Foundation, Dr. Gerard speaks
French, German, English, and
Spanish,
Heinrick H. Stabenau, a 1961
graduate of Williams College, has
been named instructor of English.
After receiving his B.A, cumlaude
and with highest honors in English,
Mr. Stabenau studied for one year
at the Free College in West Ber-
lin, Germany. Since then he has
been studying at Princeton Uni-
versity and expects to receive
his Ph.D. from Princeton in 1967.
He is a Woodrow Wilson Fellow
and a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Q.E.D. Granted
Chapter Status
In Phi Mu Delta
Phi Mu Delta, the national frat-
ernity of which Q.E.D. had been
a colony since January, grar-ted
a charter to Q.E.D. Saturday night,
• officially making the group the
Lambda Chapter of Phi Mu Delta.
Attending the presentation ban-
quet in Hamlin Hall were offi-
cials of the Fraternity, the Col-
lege, and the City of Hartford.
Sidney Diamond, the director of
alumni activities for PMD, addres-
sed the newly initiated brothers
and their guests before J. Rob-
ert Zahn, past president and cur-
rent vice-president of PMD's na-
tional organization, presented
Thomas S. Gulotta with Lambda
Chapter's charter. Gulotta is the
Chapter's president.
Also addressing the gathering,
which included PMDs from as
far away as Minnesota, were Dr.
Albert C. Jacobs, president of the
College and the Hon. George B.
Klnsella, mayor of the City of
Hartford.
Introduced at the banquet were
the chapter's other officers: Alan
S. Weinsteln '67, vice-president;
LAMBDA CHARTER - J. Robert Zcihn (left) presents the Charter f ichard F" Kemper '67, secre-
S tX WilE J
duke.
of the Lambda Chapter of Phi Mu Delta to Thomas S. Gulotto '66,





The following have been elected
officers of the Glee Club: Parker
H. Prout '68, manager; John W.
Ehrllch '68, business manager;
Francis X. Daly '68, secretary;
George T. Simon '69, treasurer;
Paul R. Cassarino '68, publicity
manager; and Alfred L. Singer
'69, librarian.
RICHARD CARLSON
Richard G. Carlson '66 has been
awarded a $500 fellowship by the
Hartford Hospital for summer re -
search. He was one of six to be
chosen from a group of 50 ap-
plicants for the summer research
program of ten weeks.
According to Carlson, the six
men chosen work under the sup-
ervision of two doctors at the
Hospital and give weekly semin-
ar reports on the progress of
their research, Carlson intends to
work with enzymes.
MEDUSA
Two upperclassmen have been
placed on censure for the re-
.malnder of this semester for
breaking and. entering the kitchen
of Mather Hall last Tuesday night.
A freshman has been expelled
for incurring a sentence of cen-
sure while already on censure.
The charge was apparently dis-
orderly and ungentlemanly con-
duct.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
The following have been elected
officers of PI Kappa Alpha frater-
nity; John E. Dombroski '67, pres-
ident; Charles Kurz, II '67, vice
president; Alan Barthelman '67,
secretary; Paul R. Kroekel '67,
treasurer; Christopher B. Howard
'68, assistant treasurer; Glenn
St. J. Kersteen '68, Sergeant-at-
arms; and George I. Whltehead •
'67, steward.
Panelists Discuss Students
Of '60s for Frosh Parents
BAND ELECTIONS
The College Band has elected
the following officers; David J.
Keller '67, president; Kenneth C.
Washburne, Jr., '68, business
manager, Neil Olson '68, librarian;
and L. James Olivetti'69 and Tim-
othy D. Brainard '68, property
managers.
PRESIDENT JACOBS talks with parents following the freshmen
parents forum Saturday. Left to right are Mr. Saul Freidman, Dr.
Jacobs, Dr. Philip Rosenblatt, and Mrs. Rosenblatt.
"A cult of informality'1 has come
into being among today's college
students which may be detrimen-
tal to their personal development,
stated Dr. George B. Cooper,
chairman of the history depart-
ment, at a panel discussion, on
"The Student of the 1960's."
Dr. George C. Higgtns, College
counselor, served as moderator
of this Freshman Parents' Day
program on Saturday afternoon.
Students and faculty members
comprised the seven-man panel.
According to Dr. Cooper, today's
college students compared to those
of the 1930's and 1940's, gener-
ally conduct themselves much
more informally. While this change
to informality Is ostensibly super-
ficial, it Is really of a serious
nature.
Dr. Cooper pointed out that In-
formality in dress and personal
behavior may lead to Informality
and slackness ln students' aca-
demic work. Students achieve less
academically than they could be-
cause they are too permissive
with themselves, he noted. Stu-
dent preoccupation with cars
greatly contributes to their un-
derachievement, Dr. Cooper con-
tended.
Today's students are better able
to "see through phoneyness" than
their predecessors. Students do
not accept the ideas and informa-
tion presented to them without
inquiring about the basic nature
of such material. Undergraduates,
today, are "interested in going
down to fundamentals."
Another panel member, Mr. Paul
Smith, assistant professor of En-
glish, stated he was not satisfied
with the academic Interaction of
students and faculty. Only a few
students today have a concern
for pure Ideas. Some students
who do manifest a concern for
ideas do so with the Intent to
relate what they learn immediately
to social activist programs, These
students, however, cannot be In-
cluded among the few who do
seek knowledge for its own sake,
Mr. Smith added.
Mr. Smith voiced dissatisfaction
about the fact that education has
become a series of sequential steps
for acquiring knowledge to get
Into college and then graduate
school. Pure learning tends to
be Ignored for the sake of ex-
pediency, he said.
Rev. Alan C. Tull, College chap-
lain and instructor ln religion,
responded to the question of
whether student morality has de-
cayed. In recent times, he stated,
there lias been "a loss of meaning-
ful structures upon which a mor-
ality can be based." By structures,
the Chaplain stated he meant both
those organizations and institu-
tions which support interpersonal
relationships and physical struc-
tures. It Is our changing society
which has rendered these struc-
tures ineffective, he said. Thus
there is "an absence of structures
for us to talk together about mor-
ality."
Besides this factor, students have
an Intense suspicion of Institu-
tionalized things" and, ln turn,
morality. But, "students' Insist-
ence on freedom Is a moral
achievement Itself." Under such
conditions of freedom students set
out on "an earnest seeking of goods
and values." Students, today, are
involved In "moral seeking with
maybe some skepticism about'
moral finding." Mr. Tull then con-
cluded by saying that lie cannot
call this "moral seeking," moral
decay.
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POP IS " I N " ... So is DADDY-0
Life Insurance for college stu-
dents and graduates. Our cool low
rates of $22 per year (age 21)
for $10,000 can't be beat. So
DAD get off the PAD - send the
enclosed coupon for information
to RICHARD D. SATELL, C.L.U.,






Read-In To Feature Authors,Poete
A number of nationally-known
authors and critics will be on
campus Saturday afternoon to take
part In a "read-in" on Vietnam.
The program, which will be held
at 4:00 on the quadrangle near the
chapel, Is one of a series of such
programs being held at various
colleges throughout the East.
The purpose of the meeting, ac-
cording to Professor James W.
Gardner of the English depart-
ment, and the College chapter of
the Students for a Democratic
Society, is to give the participants
a "meaningful" look at the Vietnam
situation. It is not, the organizers
emphasized, a teach-in.
The thirteen main speakers at
the demonstration will be:
Adrienne Rich, a poet whose work
has appeared in the NATION, the
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, and
POETRY; she has published: a
book of verse entitled SNAPSHOTS
OF A DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
Susan Sontag, an author and
essayist, whose article on "camp"
in the PARTISAN REVIEW started
a national craze. She has also pub-
lished in the NATION and HAR-
PERS and has written a novel,
THE BENEFACTOR.
Richard Wilbur, a teacher and
poet, won both the National Book
Award and the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry In 1957. His works Include
A BESTIARY, THINGS OF THIS
WORLD, and ADVICE TO - A
PROPHET.
Richard Eberhart Is a professor
of English and poet in residence
at Dartmouth College. Mr. Eber-
hart won the Harriet Monroe
Poetry Award in 1957 and the
Bollingen Prize for Poetry in
1962. His books Include AN HERB
BASKET and BROTHERHOOD OF
MAN.
Alan Dugan, whose book POEMS
won the National Book Award for
poetry in 1961 and the Pulitzer
Prize for poetry in 1962.
Stephen Minot, an assistant pro-
fessor of English at the College,
has published two books, CHILL
OF DUSK and THREE GENRES.
Galway KInnel, a poet whose latest
THE ALL NEW
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Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
99c
I.'BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
1. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS . 1.55
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS .95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 75* MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE




Unique Guaranteed Income Program
Y o u c a n E a r n " , • - ' • • ' . . , .•• '•. '... ••••' • • • '
$1,000-2,500
A .... A. With No Experience
Qualifications:
1. YOU MUST HAVE A CAR.
2. YOU MUST LIVE WITHIN THESE AREAS:
Massachusetts, Northern or Eastern Connecticut,
Delaware, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Maryland,
Eastern Pennsylvania.







COME AND LEARN ABOUT TERRIFIC SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES —
TUESDAY, MAY 3rd
at 3:00p.m. or at 4:30 p.m.
In the Senate Room of Mather Hall
book is WHAT A KINGDOM THAT
WAS.
Alastair Reed, one of Britain's
most famous poets, has contributed
to the NEW YORKER magazine
and has published several volumes
of poetry.
John Hollander, a Yale profes-
sor, contributor to POETRY and
ESQUIRE, and author of two books,
THE UNTUNING OF THE SKY
and A BOOK OF VARIOUS OWLS.
Robert Lewis, director of the
Image Playhouse in Hartford.
William Gear, an actor who has
recently been touring In a one-
man show of poems written by
Walt Whitman.
Chaplain William Sloan Coffin
of Yale University. Recipient of
the B'nai B'rlth Award for Am-
ericanism, the Chaplain has serv-
ed on the President's Advisory
Council for the Peace Corps, and
published a. collection of his ser -
mons in 1962.
In addition to readings by the
above personalities, special mes-
sages intended for reading at the
program have been sent by poets
Allen Ginsberg, Robert Lowell,
and John Hawkes, and by novel-
ists X. J. Kennedy and John Her-
sey.
Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?
, 1. Repairs in space. If something goes
wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how can it
be fixed? Answers must be found, if large-
scale space operations are 1o become a
reality. For this and other assignments Air
,-Force scientists and engineers will be
called on to answer in the next few years,
we need the best brains available.
2. Lunar landing. The
exact composition pf
the lunar surface, as
well as structural
and propulsion char-
acteristics of the space
vehicle, enter into
this problem. Important study remains 10
be done—and, as an Air Force officer,
you could be the one to do jt!
3. Life-support biology. The filling of
metabolic needs over very extended peri-
ods of time in space is one of the most
fascinating subjects that
Air Force scientists are in-
vestigating, The results
promise to have vital ram-
. ifications for our life on
earth, as well as in outer
space. ' ' • - • '
4. Space orientation. The orbital prob-
lems of a spacecraft, including its ability
to maneuver over selected points on the
earth, are of vital importance to the mili-
tary utilization of space. There are plenty
of assignments for young Air Force physi-
cists in this area.
6. Space propulsion. As our
space flights cover greater
and greater distances, pro-
pulsion—more than any-
thing else-will become the
limiting factor. New fuels
and new propulsion tech-
niques must be found, if we
are to keep on exploring
the mysteries of space. And
it may well be an Air Force
scientist on his first assign-
ment who makes the big
breakthrough!
7. Pilot performance.
Important tests must still be
made to determinehowthe
pilots of manned aero-
spacecraft will react to
long periods away
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer be- .
comes involved in research and develop-






rnyfmmmm are on the scene.
Want to find out how you fit into the
Air Force picture? Contact your nearest
Air Force representative, or mail the cou-
pon today.
5. Synergetic plane changing. The abil-
ity of a spacecraft to change altitude can
also be crucial to space operations. Where
but in the Air Force could Sc.B.'s get the
chance to work on such fascinating proj-
ects right at the start of their careers?
UNITED STAT6S AIR FORCE
Box A , Dept. SCP 64
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Jones-Elton Quadrangle
Work Progressing Slowly
The consensus of the students
living In the Jones-Elton quad-
rangle seems to be that the area
would be very attractive if it
ever gets finished.
Dean H. Kelsy, associate comp-
troller of the College, said this
week that he expected the beauti-
ficatlon project on the quadrangle
to be finished by May 15. He
reported that the delays had been
Senate...
(Continued from Page 1)
ifications for selecting the year's
best teacher.
In addition to the work of these
committees, Gerber noted, Sen-
ators are Investigating the possi-
bilities of a revised method of
Junior Advisor selection, solving
the anamolies of the Senior Study
(since undergraduates are forbid-
den to use the area and few
Seniors frequent it), and review-
ing the possibilities of increased
student participation In commun-
ity projects.




Enjoy a free full-size pouch of
Burgundy, An aromatic blend of
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and
pleasant wine aroma, for the
cheeriest smoke ever to come
out of a pipe. Clip the coupon
now. Cheersl
caused by the involvements of
contractors and many different
types of workers on the project.
Each morning for the past two
weeks students living in Jones and
Elton Halls have been awakened
at 8 a.m. by Jack-hammers and
steam drills. One student com-
plained about the workmen, saying
that "there always seems to be
one working and three standing
around shooting the bull."
Another student wanted to know
If there "Is some limit to the
amount of work these laborers
can do In an hour. They all seem
to lay down their tools at the
exact same time, satisfied that
they've done an hour's work in
forty minutes.
However, in general students in-
terviewed seemed completely sat-
isfied with the progress being
made, and with the plans. One
student commented that "this proj-
ect will certainly help to counter
the ugliness of Jones and Elton,
but what they really ought to do is
put trees all around the buildings,
so you couldn't see them."
Senior Boll.
(Continued from Page 1)
Phi Kappa Psl and one of the found-
ers of the "Trinidads."
According to Tull, the instru-
mentation for the mass on the
ISth will be "creative."
That same evening at 7:30 a
reading of T.S. Eliot's "Four Quar-
tets" will be performed in the
Funston Memorial Garden at the
Chapel. Directed by James W.
Gardner Jr., assistant profes-
sor of English, the reading will
include musical interludes by the
Carillon and a baroque emsemble
in the Cloister.
Mr. Gardner has arranged the
poems to basicly represent the
poet and three Internal moods,
according to Chaplain Tull. Read-
ing in the performance will be
John A. Dando, associate professor
of English, Chaplain Tull, Mrs.
Amelia Sllvestri, and Miss Betty
Paine. Also assisting will be Dr.
Albert C. Jacobs, president of the
College.
Bleachers will be s'et .up on the
south side of the Garden for the
reading which will be free of
charge to the entire College com-
munity. •
The Turtles (yeah, yeah, yeah).
COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
• n \
i
How to make a snap course
out of a tough one!
Obviously, Olds 4-4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic-inch V-8,
4-barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy-duty suspension
and front and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class with the sportiest configuration
ever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight A's in economics, too...
like matching its modest price to your pocket! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
STEP OUT FRONT
.. in a Rocket Action Car!
TOROMADO . NINETV-EICHT • STARFIRE . EIGHTY-EIGHTS . CUTLASS . F-SS . VISTA-CRUISER • 4-4-2
DLDSMOBILE
GREAT T I M E TO CO WHERE TI^E ACTION IS . . . SEE YOUR NEARBY OLBSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER NOW:
. GM
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Bantam Nine Outhits Tufts for 9-3 Win; Trinity Defeats Jumbos;
Team Loses Pitching Duel to Bowdoin 5-1 Team Takes Third Win
Strong pitching and one poor hit-
ting performance gave the "Trln
nine" their second victory along
with their third loss In two dia-
mond contests this week,
Friday, Pitcher John Greaney
started his second game of the
season against Bowdoin, losing
5-1 in a close duel, despite a
lop-sided score.
Bowdoin pushed two runs across
la the third Inning.
Trin tallied once in the sixth
Inning- when Bob Moore reached
first on an error and, Joe Houri-
han ripped a triple to right- center
field. But the visitors quickly re-
gained one run in the seventh.
Sophomore Tom Nary relieved
Greaney, in the ninth Inning. The
Bowdoin attack stiffened, and three
singles and a walk increased their
lead to 5-1.
The next day, a few breaks and
a strong five-hit pitching perfor-
mance from Bantam Bob Brlckley
gave Trin a 9-3 victory over
Tufts.
Trinity's Mike Hlckey scored in
the first inning after his walk
and Mike Moonves' double.
The Bantams added four more
PICKOFF AT THIRD - Mike Hickey (21) tags out a Bov/doin
runner in last Friday's 5-1 loss to the Polar Bears. The throw
came from catcher Joe Hourihan and ended for the time being, a
Bowdoin threat. (Hatch Photo)
Crews Sweep Regatta;
Varsity Takes Marist Cup
in the fourth as John Chotkowskl
walked and scored on Brickley's
single. Joe Hourihan then drove
in Hickey with the inning's third
hit.
Tufts tallied three times in the
next three innings to cut their
5-0 deficit to 5-3. But the Ban-
tams rallied for a run In the
eighth.
Trinity put the game out of Tufts'
reach in the ninth with a three-
run, three-hit surge, featuring
Mickey's fourth single of the af-




Using the triple victories of Doug
Morriiy Trinity's once defeated
track team upended the University
of Vermont, 74-66, last Saturday
for its second win of the outdoor
season.
Morrlll won the 100 and the
220 yard dashes, and the triple
jump.
Bill Shortell and Jess Brewer
were also double winners for Coach
Kurth's thinclads. Shortell won the
mile and two mile events, while
Brewer captured the 440 and the
440 intermediate hurdles.
Trinity swept the half mile event,
as Ted Zllmer, Bill Bradbury
and Sandy Evarts, running for
the first time this year, placed
one, two, three respectively.
With a 7-2 victory over Tufts
this Saturday, the Bantam La-
crosse team raised their regular
season record to 3-1.
The Jumbos, a physically bigger
team than Trinity, played a rough
brand of Lacrosse but were un-
able to score against the set Trin
defensive unit. Alex Levi, Bill
Gish, Colin Studds, and goalie
King Hurlock played very strong
games. King, displaying his All-
New England form, had 22 saves
for the afternoon.
After 12:15 of the first period,
Jack Brown put Trinity on the
score board with the first goal
of the game. Rich Rath came
through with his first goal of the
THE END -- Trinity's Jess
Brewer is shown here winning
the 440 yard race in last Sat-
urday's meet with Vermont.
Brewer's time was 51.1.
game some 45 seconds later to
give the visitors a 2-0 edge
Just before the close of the half'
Pete Brown of Tufts scored on
a fast break before the Trin de-
fense could get into position.
After the intermission, Tufts
started fast and tied the game at
2-2 as Dan Frost scooped up a
loose ball and fired it home.
Trinity came right back with
two more quick scores as Rick
Rath scored again with 7:85 gone.
Less than a minute later DanBad-
en scored from the outside for
his first of the afternoon. Short-
ly before the close of the third
period, Bruce Fraser scored to
make it 5-2 Trinity.
In the fourth period Trinity closed
out the scoring for the afternoon
as Rich Ratzan scored, and Bruce




Wesleyan's golf team edged out
Trinity 4-3 this Friday at the
Edgewood Country Club, Wesley-
an's home course.
For the Bantams, Tom Beers,
Rick Stultz, and Rich Tuxbury,
won their matches in the one,
two, and seven positions respec-
tively. For the Cardinals, Steve
Kelm had the top score, coming
in with a 73.
Last Saturday at Poughkeepsie,
Trinity became the first college
in the history of the Marist Col-
lege President's Cup Regatta to
sweep victories In all three races,
" The varsity victory also returned
the cup to the Bantam mantle
for the first time since 1963.
After weather delayed the start
of the race for three hours, the
course was finally shortened to
off-set the rough water. Stroke
Pete Johnson was unable to use
the-varsity's usual high stroking
race, and consequently the race
was closer than expected.
The Bantams came into the last
500 meters even with Marist, but
sudden smooth water allowed John-
son to raise the count. Trinity
crossed the line two lengths ahead
of Marist in a time of 5:53, St.
John's was third, and Iona, fourth.
Over the shortened course, the
J.V.'s were also forced to keep
their stroke down, and Marist
grabbed an early lead. In the
final 500 meters, the Bantam boat
powered from behind to win by
three-quarters of a length. The
•winning time was 6:44, and It
also marked the third time that
the Trinity J.V. has won this
event.
The freshmen, who were de-
fending champions In their event,
rowed the entire course and kept
their crown by upsetting Marist.
The winning time of 7:47 was two
seconds ahead of the runner-up
boat, and it also avenged last
week's defeat at the hands of the
same crew.
This Saturday the crews will
attend the Rusty Callow Regatta
In Worcester. The freshman and
J.V. boats are defending cham-





Nikon Student Dealer, and
one of.the world'a largest
Attention: Seniors Going To
MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Nikon Medical Microscope i s guaran-
teed for 25 years. (So please don't
wait un t i l the las t day before classes
to buy yours.)
Be compulsive and write us now for our
brochure. You'll learn what to look


















































Anew frontier imposes a natural process of elimination. You can meet the people that you would see on top of a high ski run
which had no chair I iff., .and you can do it Without the effort of climbing just let gravity take its course- i t 'sa l ldown-
hill at the PARACHUTES INCORPORATED CENTERS. •
— . . - . , . . . . . _ r l — — ...,, r,MS,s. | u , , r unuuii \yuui cm ue crass |umps rogerner/, raqio communication to the stu-
nirw • ? Z ° n e 5 / , CZnna?'l°
S'?r°'' s u P e r v i s i o r i by profeisibna I instructors both in the aircraft end on the 'ground.
(71,000 |umps to date over 7000 of which were first jump students)
•  n / , C 'l
S' r°'' s u e r v i s i o r i b  r f i
|  t ,  ,0  i   fi t j  t t
For further details, write:
ORANGE SPORT PARACHUTING CENTER
POST'OFFICE BOX 96
ORANGE, MASSACHUSETTS
LAKEWOOD SPORT PARACHUTING CENTER
POST OFFICE BOX 258
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
